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conducting
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the normal

state show bands dispersingthrough

at least 350 meV below EF.
with local-density
of Bi-O character.

was performed.

:Measurements

in

the Fermi level from

The Fermi level crossings are consistant

band calculation, including a point calculated to be
Additional measurements were made where bands

crossed the Fermi level between 100 and 250K_ along with measurements on an adjacent

Pt foil. The Fermi edges of both materials

to within the noise. Below theFermi
tion effects in the form of an increased
the spectra
secondary

can be explained
electrons.

level, the spectra

show correla-

effective mass. 3:'he shape of

by a lifetime-broadened

The effective inverse photohole

ear in energy. A superconducting

agree

photohole

and

lifetime is lin-

gap has been measured

at a num-

ber of points where there is density at the Fermi level in the normal
state.

By proper modeling,

points, inchding

a gap of 24 meV was obtained

points of Cu-O and Bi-O character

cording to band calculation.

i

respectively,

The lack of gap anisotropy

plane suggests that pairing in this material

for all these
ac-

in tlm basal

is not d-wave pairing.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Brief History and Some Common Properties
Superconductivity
of certaia materials

is a phenomenon

drops to zero below a critical temperature.

same time, these materials
magnetic

in which the DC resistivity

display peri_t

field. This phenomenon

diamagnetism

At the

in a weak

was first discovered by Kammer-

lingh Onnes in 1911 in Hg at 4.2K, In order to make superconductivity of practical
peratures

use, materials

(Tc) are desired.

with high enough transition

tem-

However, in more than seven decades,

the progress of the search for high Tr superconductors

was very slow.

The highest T_. ever achieved before 1986 is 23K in Nb_Ge.

And this

was ¢ddely believed to be near the limit in a classical BCS coupling
scheme.
The first breakthrough
, .

came in 1986 when Bednorz and M/iller

found T_ of 30K in the La-Ba-Cu-O

system [1]. This result was soon

confirmed by many other groups in the world. In the following year
or two, many other related superconductors

with much higher values

of Tc. were found.

At present, there are four major groups of high T_.

superconductors:

(1) The original La-Cu-O system with various dop-

ing, with T_ in the 30 - 40K range; (2)RBa2Cu_OT-_

~ 90t(,

a=

(3)

(123) [2] with

Bi-Sr-C -C -O
[3]

Ca-Cu-O [4] systems with Tc up to 125K; (4)the Nd-Ce-Cu-O
[5], the so-called n-type superconductor with Tc _ 30- 40K.
These various high Tc superconductors
common.

First, they allhave

TI-S system

have many properties irt

a perovskite-like

crystal structure,

which

2
consists of Cu-O sheets Separated by more or less ionic layers: Secondly, all these compounds
stituents

have copper and oxygen as common con-

It is widely believed that the superconducting

charge carri-

ers are from the Cu-O sheets. Thirdly, all these compounds
two-dimensional,

in other words, the interplane

As a result, _there is strong anisotropy
example, resistivity
the a-and

measurements

b-a_xes_ and insulating

ing [7] and infrared

[6] showed metallic behavior
behavior

behaviors

perconducting

along the c-axis.

For

along

Tunnel-

_

found a larger superconducting

gap in the plane than perpendicular
anomalous

coupling is very small.

in many of their properties.

[8] measurements

the two-dimensionality

are quasi

to the plane.

It is very likely that

is a key factor in understanding
these materials

many of the

exhibit in their normal and su-

states [9],
B. The BCS Theory

Conventional

superconductors

BCS (Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer)
of this theory are the following:
tween electrons

by the

theory [10]. The basic ingredients
(1) a net attractive

in the neighborhood

curs via an exchange
a net attractive

are. successfully explained

interaction

be-

of the Fermi surface, which oc-

of virtual phonons; (2) in the presence of such

interaction,

two electrons at the Fermi surface (while

the other N - 2 electrons fill the Fermi sea) form a bound pair (socalled Cooper pair) [11]; (3) the normal metallic

state is unstable

respectto

state of ali pairs with

formation

opposite momentum

of a macroscopic

condensed

with

(kt-k).

The main quantitative

predictions

of the BCS theory are:
:I

"

]
.!

3
In the weak coupling limit (pV _.. 1), the zero.temperature

energy

gap is given by
A0 -- 2hWD. exp(-1/pV),

(1.1)

where p is the density of states at the Fermi level, V is the phonon
mediated

electron-electron

coupling.

The superconducting

transition temperature

T_. is given by

Tc = 1.14OD. er,p(-1/pV).
Because of the the presence of the exponential
the critical temperature

,
(1.2)

factor in equation

(1.2),

Tc is much smaller than the Debye tempera-

ture. In fact, for pV << 1, Tr up to 25K should be very exceptional..
This led many people to believe that T_=23K in Nb3Ge is the maxjmum one could hope for in a weak-coupling
The ratio of Eqns.
independent

BCS theory.

(1.1) and (1.2) gives a fundamental

of the phenomenological

formula

parameters:

2 X,,/kT= 3.53.
This result holds for a large number of conventional
to within about ten percent.
plained by strong-coupling
Although

Deviations

by equation

from this can usually be ex-

the BCS theory is succesful in conventional

supercon-

difficulties in the new high Tc su-

First of all, the high value of Tc cannot be explained
(1.2). Second, the ratio Ao/kT_ is usuclly found to be

in the range between 6 and 8, substantially
J

superconductors

effects [12].

ductors_ it met several apparent
perconductors.

(I.3)

greater than 3.53. This

has encouraged many people to look for other mechanisms
conductivity.

However, whether

of super-

BCS theory is relevant or not is not

clear. In a review paper [9], Friedel showed that a large value of Tc
can be explained

in a standard

BCS weak-coupling

scheme for delo-

cMized electrons, if one takes into account the presence of large van
Hove anomalies in the density of states near the Fermi level, due to
the quasi two-dimensional
C.

The Electronic

structure

of the oxides.

Structure

of High Tr Superconductors

The nnrmal states of conventional

superconductors

are well de-

scribed by band theory. By contrast., the high Tc oxides are much
more complicated.
a delocalized

The main issue is whether

a localized picture or

picture is more suitable for these oxides, and whether

a Fermi liquid description

is valid. A localized picture was preferred

by many people shortly after the discovery of high T_ superconductors for several reasons.

First, band calculations

La2CuO4 and YBa2Cu30_
the situation
and interesting

in transition

are insulators

fail to predict that

[13]. This is very similar to

metal oxides, which was a long standing

problem before the high Tc materials

were found []4].

Secondly, a Cu valence band satellite was observed in photoemission
experiments,

a feature usually associated

thermore , early photoemission

experiments

with many-body

effects. Fur-

on 123 samples usually ob-

served a very low density of states at the Fermi level and a 2 eV rigid
shift of the valence band toward higher binding energy compared to
band calculations

[15]. These results encouraged

many people to think

that Fermi liquid theory is not valid in these systems and a strongly

5
correlated

theory is needed [16, 17].

Later it was shown that the low density of states at the Fermi
level and the rigid shift of the valence band observed in photoemission are artifacts of aegraded sample surfaces_ rather than the intrinsic
properties

of the material..

et al. [18] observed

distinct

much closer agreement
experiments,

By cleaving single crystals at 20K, Arko
Fermi edges' The valence band is also in

with band calculations.

positron

annihilation

and NMR experiments

has detected

Therefore,

has proved to be intrinsic

rather

correlation effects do exist, Now the ques-

tion is how importan t are the correlation
the picture,

a Fermi surface [19],

also provided evidence for a Ferm;_ liquid be-

havior [20]. However, the Cu satellite
than an artifact.

Besides photoemission

effects? Do they dominate

or only alter the Fermi liquid picture slightly?

In order to answer these questions_ more experimental
the electronic

structures

of these materials

experimental

techniques

that can be used to probe electronic

tures_ photoemission

with synchrotron

rectness and versatility.

are needed.

data about

radiation

especially powerful in revealing detailed information
structures of solids.

photoemission

superconductors

is

on the electronic

of This Study

The purpose of this study is to use angle-resolved
to investigate

struc-

is unique in its di-

In particular_ angle-resolved

D. Purpose

Among many

photoemission

the nature of the states near the Fermi level in high TC.
in both normal and superconducting

normal state_ the question we try to address is whether

states.

For the

Fermi liquid

i

i

+

6
theory is valid or not, and what are the deviations
liquid theory. _For the superconducting
conducting

from the Fermi

state, we measure the super-

gap as the sample is cooled below' T,_.,and study whether

there is gap anisotropy

in the basal plane.

For these studies, the rele-

vant energy range is few hundred milivolts below the Fermi level. The
experiments

are performed

with high energy andangular

which is essential for studying
terest.

resolution,

the details in this small region of in-

Most of the measurements

are made on Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os

Single

crystals because of sample availability, and also because they are quite
stable at elevated temperatures.
In the following chapters,

a brief background

will be given first. The phenomena
be discussed in more detail.
Chapter

of photoemission

relevant to our experiments

The experimental

will

details will be given in

Three. The results and discussion are divided into two ma-

jor parts, the normal state and superconducting

state studies.

In the

end, I will gi'_e an overall summary and discuss some possible future
directions.

II. PHOTOEMISSION
A. Basic Phenomenon
Figure 1 illustrates

and the Three-step

the photoemission

a photon of energy h_ is absorbed
with eigenenergy

Model

process in a solid, in which

by an electron in an initial state

Ei, and t]_e electron is excited into an unoccupied

state with energy El.

If the photon energy hv is high enough, this

energy gain will allow the electron to escape from the solid with a kinetic energy EK
relation

-" .E.f -

according to the well-known

Ev,

Einstein

[21].

The importance of this phenomenon is that the emitted electron
carries information about its initial s_ate before it is ejected. By analyzing the emitted
spin, information
obtained.
Photoemission

electron

as a function of energy_ momentum,

about the electronic structure
data are often interpreted

model, the so-called three-step

or

of the system can be
by a semi-classical

model [22]. In this model, the one'step

photoemission process is decomposed as three separate steps: (1) the
excitation of the electron with the absorption of the photon, (2) the
transport

of the excited electron

through the solid to the surface_ and

(3) the escape of the electron from the solids.
Most of the information we are interested
firs_ step_ the photoexcitation
the coupling between electrons

process.

in is contained

Photoexcitation

in the

results from

and the photon field. We shall assume

.that the photon field in the solid is known, and the perturbing

term in

_.J
U.l

D

"" _,

X
o=
_o Sz/

-K

hv

tu

V

>[9
LU

"'--

t£1

K
ELJECTRON
MOMENTUM

Fig. 1.

A direct transition in k-space bctwecn an initia.1 b_ndi
_nd final band f giving rise to the emission of a photoelectron of kinctic cnergy EI - E,,, where E,, is thc vacuum
level
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the Hamiltonian

to first order is
t

!
where p is the momentum

A +A. p),

(2.1)

operator and A is the field vector.

If we

neglect the local field and surface effects, we can choose the Coulomb
gauge

V.A=0,
so that p commutes

with A

Suppose that the initial and final states

are known. Using time-dependent
probability

(2.2)

perturbation

theory, the excitation

is given by the Fermi golden-rule
Wif ,,_ [ < flA"

p[i > [28(Ef(k)

Ei(k) - hu),

(2.3)

where Ii > and If > are the initial and f.nal state wavefunctions,
spectively.

It is assumed

state is unoccupied.
•

re-

that the initial state is occupied and the final

The factor

'

< flA. pl/>-Mi:

(2.4)

is often called the matrix element, and the 5-function ensures conservation of energy. Equation

(2.3) also implies conservation

tum, that is, k I = ki. Therefore,
ered, such as the one illustrated
In the experiment,
energy

are consid-

in Fig. 1.

if the photon energy is fixed and the kinetic

of the photoe!ectrons

energy distribution

only vertical transitions

of momen-

is scanned, the measured

spectrum

is the

curve (EDC), which is related to the quantity

I(E, k) _ [Mil128(EI(k)-

El(k) - hv)iS(E-

El(k)).

(2.5)

N

10
In an angle-integrated

photoemission

r

spectrum

is the energy distribution

experiment,

of the joint density

the measured
of states mod-

ulated by the matrix element

I(E) ~
'

d3k'lM sle(E (k)fS

Z'

(2.6)

_

where the integral is over t_he whole Brillouin zone.
Matrix elements have important

effects on photoemission

spectra

of solids. This is manifested through the spectral dependence on photon energy, due to the details of the initial and final state waveNnctions. In extreme cases, certain transiti_..ls can be forbidden
of symmetry

because

if polarized light is used. These effects can be easily ob-

served by using, a synchrotron

radiation light source.

Now, let us discuss briefly the transport

(step 2 in.the three-

step model) and the escape. (step 3 in the three-.step model) processes. Both of the_e processes contribute
the spectrum
transport

as will be described

to the spectrum.

in the following.

In the process of

to inelastic scatter-

phonons and plasmons.

Such scattering

a finite mean free path for the electron.
approximately

in-

It was found that

the mean free paths do not vary much from material
their kinetic energy dependence

The

role in photoelectron

to the surface, the electron is sabject

ing with other electrons,
troduces

structure

process, however, plays an important

spectroscopy,
migrating

and do not introduce

a smooth function of Eto

to material,

and

follows a 'universal'

curve as shown in Fig. 2 [23-26]. We see from Fig. 2 that, in the energy range of interest,

the electron mean free path is about 5-20/_.

This makes photoemission
degree of surface sensitivity

a very surface-sensitive
is both an advantage

probe.

The high

and a disad_rantage.
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On the one hand, we can study the surface and near-surface
On the other, surface contamination
photoelectron

spectra or contribute

derived features.

non-intrinsic,

The inelastic scattering

electrons which produce
trons of interest.
Although

or degradation

straightforward,

contamination'

to the primary

model is conceptually

a formal treatment

elec-

simple and

is the so-called one,step

[27-33]. In this model, the photoemission
single quantum

can distort the

also generates _econdary

a smooth background

the three-step

effect s.

model

process is considered

mechanical event. A particularly

as a

elegan_ formalism

is

provided by Pendry

[31], in which surface effects, matrix: element ef-

fects and scattering

are all naturally
B. Angle-resolved

In angle-resolved
electrons

emitted

ing the direction
photoelectron,

photoemission

in a relatively
of propagation

one automatically

included.
Photoemission
studies, one analyzes 0nly photo-

small solid angle (Fig. 3). By knowas well as the kinetic energy of the
knows the momentum

k. This follows from the simple relation
in vacuo. Therefore,

or wave vector

E = h2k 2/2m for electrons

one can isolate one point in k-space rather than

sampling the whole Brillouin zone.
Let us suppose

that the electron propagates

towards the surface

and arrives without

scattering.

Upon escaping across the surface, the

parallel component

of the wave vector is conserved.

The normal com-

ponent of the wave vector will be reduced due to the potential

barrier

13

DETECTOR

hv

,

Y

¢
X

CRYSTAL SURFACE

Fig. 3. Illustratioll of _n _nglc-rcsolvcd
tal Coxlfigur_t,iOll

photoemission

cxi>crimcn-

,

i4
at the surface. Thus, we have

kll= kll

i

(2.7)

and
h2(ki_-'- k_)/2m

= h2(k_ + k_)/2m-

eW,

(2.8)

where kll , k_., kll and k± are the parallel and normal components of
the external and internal photoelectron wave vector, respectively, and
W i_ _he depth of the surface potential barrier'
From a first look, it appears that Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) relate the
k vectors inside and outside the solid, and one cazl thus determine
banddispersion

E(k)

experimentally.

Unfortunately,

the

however, we have

no detailed

knowledge of the surface barrier which in general is energy

dependent.

That means k± can not be determined

equations.

This causes fundamental

mine the full three-dimensional

difficulties in the desire to deter-

band dispersion

ever, there are a number of special situations
are removed.

Layered compounds

ered compounds,

the dispersion

from these two

experimentally.

How-

in which these difficulties

are one of the simple cases. In layof the energy bands as a function of

k± should be rather small. The energy dispersion

then depends al-

.most exclusively on kll , and the indeterminacy of k± is no longer a
problem. This property is especially advantageous for the study of
high Tc _aperconductors

since almost all of them have layered struc-

tures. Th_ other simple situation

is normal emission.

In that case, one

can do band mapping in the direction normal to the surface by changing the photon energy.

15
C. Other Effects
in Photoemission

1. Lifetime broadening
In the photoemission
behind a photohole
are subject

process a photoelectron

is created, leaving

below the Fermi level, The electrons

to scattering

and have finite lifetimes.

and holes

In the absence of

lifetime effects, and for perfect angle and energy resolution
alyzer, interband

transitions

in the an-

would, appear as ixifinitely sharp peaks in

the spectra. With a finite lifetime, the infinitely sharp peak becomes a
Lorentzian function

r +

X(E)=
where r is the effective inverse lifetime.

(2,9)

The width of the peak is

given by
AE = 2F
Generally, both photoelectron
contribute

to the peak broadening.
r =

(2.10)

lifetimes and photohole

The effective peak width is [34]

rh, ,_-R±F_
1- R L

(2.11)

where R± = IVh±/Vc±], v_:± and vh£ are, respectively,
dicular components

lifetimes

the perpen-

of the electron and hole group velocities,

and I'h are the inverse electron

and hole lifetimes, respectively.

general formula can be reduced under the condition

and F,_.
This

vh << v,. to the

following:
F= Fh,

I'u _.>F,,_Ivh±/v¢,_£1

(2.12a)

i

16

r = rol h/ o±l, rh <<
For layered compounds
times contribute

or surface states,

to the peak broadening

(2.12b)

rh± = 0; thus only hole life[35].

The photoelectron
and photohole decay through different channels. Photoelectrons
can create characteristic
excitations of the solid
(plasmons,

interband

transitions)

which usually have an energy in the

10-20 eV range [35]. For electrons

escaping from the crystal with suf-

ficient energy to create a characteristic

excitation,

the inverse lifetime

(or imaginary part of the self-energy) generally takes a value of about
4 eV and varies little from one material to another. The lifetime of
,

,

photoholes

in the valence band is usually much longer.

The charac-

teristic decay process for holes in the valence band is via the Auger
mech;,_nism, 1..
' e

creation of electron-hole

pairs. For a Fermi liquid

system, holes have practicMly infinite lifetimes at the Fermi level due
to the Pauli exclusion principle.
simple phase space argument,
' '

Away from the Fermi level, from a

the inverse lifetime varies quadratically

with energy about the Fermi level [36-37]. Semiconductors,
and superconductors

below their transition

insulators,

temperatures

have rather

large lifetimes for states which are less than a band-gap

energy away

from the valence or conduction
cay by creating

electron-hole

band edges, for these states

cannot de-

pairs due to the a.bsence of any density

of states within the gap. Beyond that energy range_ lifetimes are comparable to metals.

17
2. Many-body

effects
,i

So far we have discussed
work of the one-electron
of the emitted

photoemission

processes in the frame-

model. In a real process, however, the state

elect_on is related to the state of the N-1 electrons

maining in the solid. Thus, photoelectron

spectroscopy

re-

does not nec-

essarily give a spectrum related simply to the initial state spectrum.
To consider the final state effects, there are two approximations
corresponding

to two extreme

cases. One is the adiabatic approxima-

tion, which assumes that the photoelectro n is removed very slowly so
that the N-1 remaining

electrons have enough time to adjust them-

selves to minimize the total energy in the new potential.
the final hole is well screened,

and the photoelectron

netic energy. This approximation
toelectrons
toelectron

In this case,

has Iaaximum

ki-

may be good for valence band pho-

with low kinetic energies.

In the other extreme, if the ph0-

is removed with large velocity, the N-1 electrons remain in

their original state before photoexcitation.
imation may be more suitable.
state should be ezpressed
in the new potential.
a distribution

Then the sudden approx-

Under this approximation,

as a linear combination

As a result, the emitted

the final

of the eigenstates

photoelectron

of energies different from that of Koopmans'

or the adiabatic

approximation.

Quite often, the additional

will have
theorem
peaks are

called satellite peaks.
Generally, for a metallic system with sufficient itinerant
the photoemission

spectrum

of initial states modulated

can be considered

character,

to reflect the density

by the single particle matrix elements,

cause a large number of electrons

be-

will respond to the presence of a

hole. On the other hand, if the system has pronounced localized character, sucL as deep core levels and 4f electrons in Ce, the simple interpretation of the photoemission

spectrum in terms of density of initial

states can be completely erroneous. The spectral function now has to
be calculated in a many-body

formalism. There are many successful

efforts in this direction for the 3d transition

metal oxides and 4f light

rare earth systems [38-39], Some of the methods
high T_,superconductors

[40],

were also applied to

/

/
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III.

EXPERIMENTAL

DETAILS

A. Light Source and Beamline
Thephotons
Synchrotron

_.re provided by the Aladdin storage ring [41] at

Radiation

Center, in Stoughton,

age ring operates at 800 MeV, and produces
let and soft X-ray energy range.
Ames/Montana

ERG/Seya

Wisconsin.

The stor-

photons in the ultravio-

The measurements

are made on the

combined monochromator

beamline.

The

beamline is designed by C. G. Olson [42]. Figure 4 is its schematic
layout. The beamline covers the energy range 5 eV to 1 keV. The
ERG is for high energies, and the Seya is for low. Photons
out of the beamline are almost completely
four gratings with different ruling densities.

polarized,

Coming

The Seya has

Their output

characteris-

tics are shown in Figl 5. The Seya 1800 1/mm grating was used in the
experiments

described

in this thesis.

The energy resolution

of the monochromator

is determined

by the

slit width, the grating ruling density, the grating radius, and the photon energy.

For the Seya, at a slit width of 200 #m, the slit accepts

all of the beam from Aladdin.

Because of the use of a spherical grat-

ing and a straight slit, the line shape has a tail to the long wavelength
side. As a result, the monochromator
instrument function is a skewed
Gaussian, and the FWHM is larger than it would be in an ideal case.
For example, for 22 eV photons:

the FWHM is 24 meV.

2O
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B. Electron Energy Analyzer
A VSW (Vacuum Science W6rkshop)
ergy analyzer
photoelectrons.

hemispherical

[43] was used for collecting and analyzing

electron enthe emitted

The analyzer is mounted on a goniometer

two degrees of rotational
tion of the analyzer.

freedom.

Basically, it is composed

in the front, the hemispherical
and a channeltron

Figure 6 is a schematic

which has
presenta-

of a 1:1 retarding

deflectors as the dispersing

which collects and amplifies the signal.

lens

element,
Some of the

details in design were modified and improved by C. G. Olson.
The analyzer has an angular acceptance
resolution

is determined

photoelectron

of 2° . The k-space

by both the angular acceptance

and the

kinetic energy. For a certain emission angle and ki-

netic energy, the parallel wave vector is determined

b:y the relation

kll = (2reEKh)
ll2sinO. For example, if the photon energy is 22 eV,
EK would be about 16.5 eV. Then, the 2° angular resolution corresponds to a k resolution

of 0.075/_-1.

the BriIlouin zone of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os,
angular resolution

Compared

to the dimension

which is about 1.16/_-1,

of

this

is sufficient for band mapping.

The energy resolution

of the analyzer is given approximately

AE = Ep(d/2R

by:

+ a2/4),

where Ep is the pass energy, d is the slit width, R is the mean radius
of the heraispheres,
analyzer.
neglected.

and c_ is the full angle of electrons

entering

the

Usually, c_ is only a few degrees, and the second term can be
For our analyzer,

d = 1 mm, R = 50 mm. Thus, the
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Fig. 6.

Schematic con figurM,i on of the VSW HA50 hemispllerical
clectron energy a,nMyzer. 1-4" entrance icns; 5,6: hemisphere deflectors; 7_ channcltron
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energywidth
resolution

is about 1% of the pass energy. For example, the energy
is about 20 meV for a pass energy of 2 eV.

In most of the experiments

described in this thesis, 2 eV pass en-

ergy and 22 eV photon energy were used. In analyzing the data, we
used a tabulated instrument function, which was obtained by convolving the measured monochr0mator function with a 20 meV FWHM
Gaussian. The resultant function is a skewed Gaussian with an asymmetric tail atthe

low binding energy side, as shown in Fig. 7. The

FWHM is about 32 meV.
C. Vacuum Chamber
The experiments

and Sample Preparation

were made in a vacuum of better

than 5 × 10 -11

Torr. Inside the vacuum chamber,

there is a double layer of #-metal

for shielding the earth's magnetic

field. A chamber with a very low

field is important

for high,resolution

valence band studies, since a pass

energy as low as possible would be desired.
with an ion sputtering
Fermi level reference.

gun which was used for cleaning the Pt foil for

The single crystals of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os
tional Laboratory.
0.1mm.

were grown at Argonne Na-

They had typical dimensions

Their transition

temperatures

from magnetic susceptibility
mounted

The chamber is equipped

of 2mm × 2mm ×

are about 82K, determined

measurements.

The samples were

with Torr-Seal epoxy to the end of a 2mm diam.

long A1 rod, which was in intimate
closed cycle He refrigerator.
top of the samples.

Electrical

× 8mm

contact with the cold finger of a

A second A1 rod was then mounted
contact was established

on

via a coating of

25
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aqua.,dag bridging the epoxy. The samples were cleaved by prying on
the top A1 rod in situ at 20K. The surfaces were (001) planes.

The

samples were oriented by Laue X-ray diffraction before mounting in
the chamber.

i
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IV,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Normal State

1.

Introduction
Since the discovery of high Tc superconductors,

structures

have been of great interest.

states of these materials
Is one-electron

are Fermi liquids has been a key question.

electronic

structure

effects) or must an alternative
of the mechanism

In an attempt

description

The experiment

under-

in these materials.

to address some of these questions,
photoemission

from

be devised [16,

for the ultimate

of superconductivity

out a detailed angle-resolved
Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os.

point for describing

(with added modifications

17]? A.nswers to these questions are important
standing

or not the normal

band theory adequate as a starting

the normal-state
correlation

Whether

their electronic

we carried

study on normal-state

was performed

with high energy and

angular resolution, a prerequisite for studying the details of the states
near the Fermi level. To minimize thermal broadening, measurements
were made at temperatures
An angle-resolved

just above T_.

photoemission

study on high Tc superconduc-

tors is simplified by the fact that most of the structures
two-dimensional.

In the photoemission

the surface is conserved.
not conserved
momentum

Momentum

since the photoelectron

process, momentum
perpendicular
transfers

to the crystal 'when escaping through

For a t_._:_!imensional

are highly
parallel to

to the surface is

a certain perpendicular
the surface barrier.

system, however, the momentum

parallel

to the

I
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surfaceis sufficientto determinethe initial state.
By measuringphotoelectron energydistribution curves (EDCs)
at 90K (aboveT_) as a function of angle, we were able to isolate a single band dispersingthrough the Fermilevel, and determine the point
in the Brillouinzone where the band crossesthe Fermi level. The
measurementis accurate to 2°.' (For 22 eV photon energy,this corresponds to _kll = 0.075A-1.) such measurementswere made along
major symmetry lines. The basic featuresof the Fermi surfacewere
obtained.

The results will be presented

tions: band dispersion

and discussed

and the Fermi surface_ a more detailed analysis

of the spectral line shapes, and a comparison
Fermi level to a conventional
2.

Band dispersion

and Fermi surface

of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os.

YBa.2CuaO7 high T,, superconductors,
perovskite-like

of the filled states at the

Fermi liquid. _

Before we discuss the photoemission
the crystal structure

data, let us first look at
Similar to La2CuO4 and

Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os

has a layered

structurf_ as shown in Fig. 8 [44, 45], The unit cell

consists of two CuO_ layers separated

by a Ca layer, and rock-salt

type Bi202 layers. The (CuO2)Ca(CuO2)

layers are separated

gle SrO layers from Bi202 layers. The structure
thorhombic

in three sec-

(but quasi-tetragonal)_

is face-centered

with lattice parameters

._, b = 5,418 A, c = 30.89 J_. The actual crystal structure
more complicated.
structure

Bi2Sr2CaCu_Os

by sinor-

a = 5.414
may be

is known to have a superlattice

along the b-axis with an effective lattice cons¢ant 25.8/_

46]. The exact caus_' of the formation

of this superlattice

[45_

'
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Fig. 8. Idca lizcd crystal s_ructurc of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os (Rcf. 44)

3O
is not known, It is suggested

that the mismatch

of Bt..O ionic radii to

the Cu-O layer cell is a possible cause [47], Most of the band calculations were performed

using the parent cryst,'fl structure,

Several band calculations
or less similar features.
Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os

exist [48-50], They all produce

Shown in Fig, 9 is the band structure

along major symmetry

culated by Massidda

of

lines in the Brillouin zone cal-

et al, [48], First_ we note that bands disperse

b

'

i

very little from F to Z, implying a highly two-dimensional
structure.

more

electronic

Above a set of fully occupied bands ,(48 bands, mostly con-

sist.ing of Cu d and O p character),

only three highly dispersive bands

cross the Fermi level. Along F - X and F - Y, two nearly degenerate
bands with Cu..O pdcr character

cross EI_,_forming hole Fermi surfaces

centered at X and Y. Along F-

M a band with Bi.,O ppa character

dips below EF, forming an electron Fermi surface centered at M. The
Fermi surface calculated

by Massidda

et al. [48] in the extended

Bril-

louin zone is shown in Fig. 10. The shaded region has hybridized
O and Bi-O character.
the role of an electron

There are suggestions

The spectra

that the Bi-O layers play

reservoir and have the effect of self-doping the

Cu-O layers [51]. However, whether
level is questioned

and doubted

the Bi-O band crosses the Fermi

by many people.

in Fig. 11 are taken in normal emission.

ometry a shift in the binding energy of a peak as a function
energy represents

dispersion along the direction

which is the a-b plane.
dispers.ion.

Cu-

In this geof photon

normal to the surface,

As cazl be seen in Fig, 11, there is minimal

The primary effects are a small shift of the 3.5 eV peak to

lower bindi,g

energy with increasing

photon energy and a larger shift

of the 4.8 eV peak to higher binding energy. The small amount

p
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Fig. 9. El_crgy ba,_lds of BI_Sr2Ca,C_O_ a,iong the mahl symmetry lines of the facc-ccnt_crcd ort',l_,orhom.bicBrilloui:a_zol_c
shown as insert (Rcf, _18)
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of dispersion

in the F- Z direction

dimensional
Dispersion

material

is not surprising in this highly two-

and is consistent

with the band calculation

[48].

in less well-defined peaks is masked by the very strong in.

tensity modulations

due to matrix element effects, The enhancement

near the Fermi level and at 1.5 eV ,for photon energies near 18 eV is a
manifestation

of the strong selection rule effects,

The spectra, shown in Fig. 12 are taken at 90K along a line parallel to r - Y (the k points in the Brillouin zone corresponding
the zero binding energy of each spectrum

are shown as solid dots in

Fig, 13). It can be seen that a band disperses
from at least 350 meV below EF.
off by the Fermi-Dirac

function,

that the band has just crossed

almost falls on the Fermi surface predicted
the spectral

in Fig. 13_ the 12° point
by band calculations

[48],

passed the Fermi level. The details of

shapes will be discussed in the next section,

The dispersion

of this band is shown as the insert of Fig. 12. The

band is less steep and the minimum
dicted by a one-electron
the band structure
formalism

peak is cut

and the leading edge coincides with

As indicated

At 140 , the band has completely

toward the Fermi level

At 12 °, the Lorentzian

the Pt edge. This is a clear indication
the Fermi level at this point.

to

at F is closer to E_ than pre-

band calculation

of a "heavy Fermion"

[48]. It agrees better
state calculated

with

within the '

of the Anderson lattice model with a large Coulomb inter-

action U taken into account [52]. The effective mass of this band is
estimated

to be 2 from our experimental

data.

A similar increase in

mass above the calculated mass was observed by Manzke et al. [53].
One of the tests of the band calculations is whether a band calculated to have Bi-O character

crosses the Fermi level_ i.e._ whether

Fig. 12.

Angle-resolvcd encrgy distribution curvcs
Mong the P- Y direction in the Brillouin
tons of energy 22 eV. Thc insct shows the
dispersion (dots) and the calculated bands

for several _ngles
zone using pho=
measured band
from llcf. 48

*
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Fig. 13.

Section, of the cMcul_ted Fcrmi surfa.cc of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os
(from Ref. 48) sho_ving points at which ba,nds crossixtg the
Fermi level were observed

,e*
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the circular shaped Fermi surface labelled e by Massidda
Fig. 13 exists. To investigate
The spectra

this, we measured

et, al. [48] in

EDCs along F - M.

are shown in Fig. 14. (The k points in the Brillouin

corresponding

to zero binding energy of each spectrum

zone

are shown as

open circles in Fig. 13.) It can be seen that a rather flat band disperses towards the Fermi level, and at 14° the band crosses the Fermi
level. As indicated

in Fig. 13, this point is exactly on the intersection

of F - M and the circle e. Therefore,

it is quite certain that this piece

of Fermi surface does exist, although

we cannot prove that this part of

the Fermi surface has some Bi character,

since there is no good Bi res-

onance that we can use. We note that the measured

band is closer to

EF than predicted by Massidda et al. [48]. Wiih that adjustment the
enhancement of the effective mass is similar to that of the Cu-O band
studied in Fig. 12. However, the band near ETF is more complex than
the nearly parabolic

Cu-O band.

An estimate

of the effective mass in

that region is difficult.
Fig. 15 shows a series of EDCs taken at 90K along a line parallel to I_ -X

(Fig.

13). Along this line, the density of states near the

Fermi level is always quite high. However, if we look more closely, we
find that the density of states at the Fermi level decreases on going
from $ = 4 ° to 6 ° to 8 °, indicating

the departure

of the band from the

Fermi level. At 10 ° and above, the density of states at the Ferm;. level
increases again.

Shown in Fig. 16 is another

set of scans taken at 20K

in the direction

parallel to the scan of Fig. 15. With the gap pile,up

(see Section B.1), it is hard to keep track of the dispersion.

From Fig.

15 and Fig. 16, we see filled states near the Fermi level throughout
much of this part of zone. With our resolution

it is not possible
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to show whether the Fermi surface section centered on _-/is or is not,
connected
through

to the sections centered on X or Y_ and whether the band
this region has its minimum at F or M.

surface crossing is consistent
Since the structure

However_ the Fermi

with Fig. 13.

of Bi2Sr2CaCu208

is quasi-tetra, gonal, we

would expect similar band dispersion along F - X and F - ]". The
corresponding
_.

band was seen along F -. X_ but it was necesss!:y to

use 19 eV photons.

The photon beam is almost completely

polarized_

and selection rules and electric dipole matrix element effects are dramatic.

A second crystal was mounted

from the first. This time the I_ -X

rotated

90 ° about the c-axis

band was easily seen a,t 22 eV_ but

not at 19 eV, verifying the dipole matrix elements as the cause of the
anisotropy.

'This also shows that the superlattice

To summarize,
symmetry
tained.

we have observed band dispersion
between the experiment

of the Fermi surface is surprisingly

a Fermi surfacer the large band dispersion
hanced by correlation

and the band cal-

good. The existence of
with effective masses

of this material.
is successful in

the Fermi surface_ but failed to give an accurate band dis-

persion, are not contradictory.
Luttinger's

en-

effects_ and the strong dipole matrix element

effects all strongly support a Fermi liquid description
The facts that the one-electron band calculation
predicting

along major

lines and the main features of the Fermi surface are ob-

The agreement

culations

plays no role.

theorem

volume is invariant
a strong anisotropic

If this system is a true Fermi liquid_

[54] should be obeyed, which means the Fermi
under interaction
potential,

effects. Therefore,

unless there is

the Fermi surface should be preserved.

i
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3,

Photohole

lifetime

The peak widths and line shapes of the spectra
more attention.

Generally

the peak widths are determined

verse lifetime of both photoelectrons
tributions

in Fig, 12 need

from instrument

and holes, in addition

resolution.

to the broadening;

does not broaden

at the Fermi level have practically

to the con-

However_ for a two-dimensional

system_ only the hole lifetime contributes
time of the emitted electron

by the in-

the life_

the peak [35-55]. Holes

infinite lifetimes.

Away from the

Fermi level, for a normal Fermi liquid, the inverse hole lifetime increases as (E-

E/V)2 in aU dimensions.

Recently, a linear dependence

There are other possibilities.

on lE - E/vi has been suggested for a

"near" Fermi liquid model [56], and Fermi surface nesting has been
shown to predict such a dependence

[57]. Finally, another model ex-

ists which accounts for many of the features of our data', dispersion
of peaks in the EDCs and the widths of these peaks [58]. The modified single particle

band structure

data to thispoint,
text.

however_ and we will discuss Fig. 12 in this con-

A discussion of the broadening
the finite angular resolution.
is determined
by k resolution

has been successful in describing the

in Fig. 12 is complicated

by

For the 10 ° spectrum_ the peak width

by our k resolution.

(The energy broadening

caused

at this k point is about 84 meV_ using the equation

AE = (dE/dlc)Ak.
For the l2 ° spectrum

dE/dk

is estimated

the measured

from the experimental

peak is narrower

data.)

because only

part of the sampled band is filled. As the band moves below the Fermi
level_ the width increases rapidly.

Below 350 meV, the peak became
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too broad to be distinguished

from the background,

of the peak is another consequence

The asymmetry

of the finite angul_r resolution.

There is a significant change in photohole lifetime from one side of our
angular acceptance

to the other.

We modelled this effect by assuming the angular acceptance
tion was a square function,

Its 2° full width was converted

func-

to a width

in kll, then to a width in energy via the nmasured dispersion of the
band. The spectrum was simulated by a series of 200 equally spaced
Lorentzians

throughout

width of ale

the corresponding

- Evl or/3(E

- Ev) 2. These were summed,

tiplied by the Fermi function
strument

resolution

energy range each with a

and convoluted

with the part of the in-

not arising from the finite angular

any single spectrum,

with the same values of c_ and _ the quadratic
sured ones, while the linear energy dependence
best value of a was 0.6 (dimensionless).

Replacing

the rectangular

an-

the same results.

of Refs. 17 and 18. It should be

out that not only the energy dependence

of the inverse hole

lifetime is different from Fermi liquids, its magnitude
The resulting

than the mea-

of inverse phot, otlole lifetime on en-

with the predictions

ca_ttly larger_ as illustrated

of

gave a good fit. The

function by a Gaussia,n gave essentially

The effectively linear dependence
pointed

For

the analysis

energy dependence

the width gave EDCs that were much more asymmetric

ergy is consistent

acceptance.

a value of c_ and _ could be found that gave a

fit. However, upon going to other angles and repeating

gle resolution

then mul-

is also signifi-

in Fig. 17.

fits, uoing a linear energy dependent

broadening

are shown in Fig. 18. The data are from Fig. 12 with a background
removed.

/

The background

at a given binding energy was taken to be
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90K
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Fig. 18. S2cctra of Fig. 12 _vi_h_ b_clc_round removed. The lillcs
_rc _hc fits ushlg _ lh_ca,r cacrgy dcpcx_dc11_b1'o_dcI_ing a,s
described in tllc t,cxt
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proportional to the sum of the primaries at higher kinetic etlergle_,
The same constant was used for aU spectra, The success of this background method implies that there is a difference between primary

and

secondary electrons of the same kinetic energy, There is a conBisten_
physical plcture in. this case if the background
electrons

iB composed

of primary

t,hat have suffered a smnll energy loss and small change in

momentum

at or near the surface,

It is very unlikely that electrons

with mlflfiple losses will appear in the energy window of tllese sp_ ctra,
and the conventional

secondary

electrons appear at much lower kinetic

energies,
The background

determined

by this method

for rite 120 spectrum

140 spectrum.

There are no filled

in Fig, 12 is exactly the measured
states at Ep, for the momentum

corresponding

gular acceptance at our analyzer,
been scattered
men,urn

to 140 within file an-

The photoelectrons

we detect have

into the analyzer accep(',ance with small changes in trio.

_nd small energy loss, Hence there is no emission at, E/_, (the

highest kinetic energy), and the sca t,tered electron spectla
alent over a small range of angles,

In general points in t,he zone fllere

are no filled states at Er, and the background
ample this background

are equlv-

term contributes

is much lower, For ex-

very little to the 40 spectrum

of Fig. 12 (see also Fig, 3 of Ref, 59), On the other hand, the backgrounds

are universally

high for the spectra in Fig, 15, Throughout

this part of the zone, there are occupied states at or near the Fermi
level, Scat t,ering events with smnll energy and moment, urn changes result in a sizeable, almost energy.independent
prob&bly electron-phonon
electron

scattering

scattering

background.

These are

events, rather than the electron-

events t,hat appear at greater energy loss. We are
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left with a picture

in which the spectra are a result; of conventional

band dispersion through the Fermi level,
4, Temp_ature

dep_,ndence of the Fexmiedge

above T,_

i

To examine more closely the nature of the states at, the Fermi
level_ an EDC was measured at a point in the Brillouin zone where a
band crossed the Fermi level, This point was along the line F -/_-_,
and was in a region where the one-electron
tha, t these electrons

band calculation

are mixed O 2p and Bi Op in character

predicts
[48], Then

an t_DC was taken at the Fermi edge of a clean Pt foil adjacent
saznple, Such spectra taken at, several temperatures

to the

between 100 and

250K are shown .in Fig, 19, after suitable no_ maliz_tion,

The stability

of the observed Fermi energy in Pt for scans taken over several days
was about 5 meV.
It is clear that the Fermi edges of the two materials

agree at all

temperatures shown. We see that the apparent Fermi energies are the
same within the 5 meV stability of our electron spectrometer,
This is
the expectation

if the material

is a Fermi liquid,

The resonating

va-

lence bond (RVB) [16] model prediction
this question,

may be different, To explore
'
Huber [60] has made a number of s'1mpi"ifylng
assump-

tions_ the most importastt
photoemission

of a photohole_ a

event results in the creation of a spinon and a tmlon

which are uncoupled
the photohole

of which is that instead

(or very weakly coupled),

They share the energy

would have, T:Se results of Huber's

calculation

is that;

above T,: there is an edge resembling a Fermi edge. ,As the temperature increases_ the slope of the edge diminishes while the threshold
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Comparison
of the Fermi edge of Pt with that of
Bi2Sr2C_Cu208
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250K. The pl6ts h_vc been riorma.lizcd vcrticMly_ but not

shifted horizonti_lly
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shifts but little [61]. The effect is that the midpoint whi,:h might be
,.

•

identified with an apparent Fermi level shifts to lower energies. This
effect is large if the maximum

spinon energy is large. Thus, if the shift

of the apparent Fermi energy with temperature

is small, the maximum

spinon energy is small. The upper bound on the shift is 5 meV.
One should note that Huber's calculation is of the density of
i

i'

states or spectral

density m energy for an isotropic material, while our

experiment samples only a small region of reciprocal space, i.e., our
EDC is effectively a density of states in k-space. However, we have
looked at several other points in the Brillouin zone at 90K, points
with different atomic character, and see no shift of the apparent Fermi
energy when compared with that of Pt, again with an uncertainty of
about 5 meV.
In the strong-coupling
a quasielectron,
Fermi-Dirac
spectra

limit the holon-spinon

pair would resemble

and the edge should look like that expected for the

distribution

function.

exist for intermediate

lations are constrained

No calculations

coupling strength,

of photoemission
but any such calcu-

by e._periment to resemble closely the Fermi

liquid picture.
5.

Conclusions
In conclusion,

we see occupied states at the Fermi level in a rela-

tively small area of the Brillouin
the calculated

Fermi surface.

sity is indistinguishable

zone. These areas are consistent

with

In the normal state, this occupied den-

from a normal metal.

Away from the Fermi

level, bands are heavier than one electron bands, probably

the result

5O
of correlation

effects. A model starting from single particle bands is

able to explain many features of the spectra.

The linear dependence

of the photohole widths with energy below EF may or may not be derived from single-particle

theory.

B. Superconducting
1. Measurement

of the superconducting

The gap is a fundamental

property

past, tunneling

and infrared absorption

in conventional

superconductors.

temperature,

gap
of superconductivity.

was not applicable

Since the gap is proportional

in the high T_. superconductors,

sible that the size of the gap may be comparable
lution that photoemission

In the

were used to measure the gap

Photoemission

due to limited energy resolution.
transition

State

to the

it became pos-

to the energy reso-

can achieve. Early photoemission

attempts

to measure the gap were generally inconclusive due to poor sample
'

surfaces and inadequate
eral groups reported
toemission.
resolution

resolution

estimation

[62, 63]. About a year ago, sev-

of the gap in Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os

Imer et al. [64] performed

experiments

(20 meV) but with angle integration,

= 30 meV. Manzke et al. [65] reported
angle resolution and moderate

with high energy

reporting

measurements

energy resolution.

by pho-

a gap of
with high

They also report a

30 meV gap.
We performed

photoemission

experiments

(32 meV) and angular (2° ) resolution.

with both high energy

The behavior of the states in

a single band near Fermi level was studied both in the normal state

i
q
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and superconducting

state. Figure 20 shows EDCs taken at different

emission angles, hence at different points in the Brillouin zone, at a
temperature

above T_. As can be seen_ at 11°_ the band is well below

Fermi level, and there is very little strength

at the Fermi level. As we

move out in the zone, the band disperses towards theFermi
at 18°, the band finally passes through

the Fermi level. The inset of

Fig. 20 shows a schematic of the dispersion

of this band.

Figure 21 shows the EDCs taken in the same direction
a temperature
posed.

level and

at 20K,

well below Tct with the normal state spectra

superim-

As can be seen_ in the 11° spectra_ there is very little change,

except a slight sharpening of the edge, as the sample is cooled to 20K.
As the band moves Closer to the Fermi level, the change is dramatic.
We note that the density of states at the Fermi level is pushed
from the Fermi level and piled up at higher binding energies.
the

away
In fact,

remaining spectral weight at the Fermi level is the result of an

asymmetric

tail of the instrument

peak is almost energy resolution
not contribute

function.
limited.

nmch to the broadening

The width of the pile,up

The angular resolution

does

because the band is flattened

after a gap is opened.
To show the effect of the gap opening more clearly_ we overlay the Fermi edge taken from the Pt foil on top of the spectra, of
Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os

at90K

and 20K, respectively

seen that the leading edge of the 90K spectrum
edge nicely_ wlfile in the 20K spectrum,
shifted to higher binding
states in the immediate

(Fig. 22). It can be
lined up with the Pt

the leading edge apparently

energies and there is a void in the density of
vicinity of the Fermi level.

These spectra are repeatable

as the sa_nple is cycled between 20K
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and 90K back and forth.
temperature

Figure 23 shows EDCs taken at 15° at more

steps between 20K and 90K. It is clear that the spectral

change is related to the superconducting
temperature effect. The temperature
discussed in more detail later. _

transitions,

dependence

The value of the gap cannot be obtained
tra.

not just a simple

of the gap will be

directly from the spec-

In order to extract a value for the gap_ we have to model the

states in the normal and superconducting
with the 18° spectrum
level. A Lorentzian

state.

To do this_ we started

at 90K, where the band just crosses the Fermi

is assumed for the intrinsic

is used for the background.

peak and a linear term

The sum of these two terms are then mul-

tiplied by the Fermi-Dirac function at 90K. Finally this is convolved
with the instrument function. The instrument function is a skewed
Gaussian with an asymmetric
The Lorentzian

width, strength,

tail at the lower binding energy side.
and the peak position

are the impor-

tant parameters

in the fit. After a good fit is obtained_ we go to the

20K spectrum.

The peak position is not changed, but the width is re-

duced in order to have as much enhancement
in the experiment.

Physically_ the reduction

of a decreased scattering

in the width is the result

rate and a less dispersive

opening of a gap. (In the fitting, the strength
the area is conserved.)

in the peak as observed

The Fermi-Dirac

band due to the

is kept the samei thus

function

is now replaced by
E

the BCS density of states, which has the form _.
Then, this is
convolved with the same instrument function. The value of A is adjusted until a good fit resulted.

The fitted curves are shown as the

solid lines in Fig. 24. As can be seen, the fit is quite satisfactory.
gap A = 24 meV was obtained,

It is smaller than those reported

A
by

5O

Bi2Sr2CoCu20o
22eV
15°.

i

20K
40K
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'I
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Fig. 23. Angh:-rcsoh, cd energy disl,ribu_iol_ curvcs ,for _hc surf_cc of
Fig. 20 tM_cn _ 15° _{;several tcmpcraturcs below T,: wad
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,
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other groups [64, 65], but the ratio 2A/kT¢j is still twice as big as the
BCS theory predicts

(7.0 rs. 3.52). The error in the fit is estimated

to be +5 meV. Part of this error resulted from the uncertainty
Fermi level due to the finite stability
At 18° spectra

of the

of the spectrometer.

were only measured at 20 and 90K, while at 15 °

spectra were measured

at many temperature

steps_ as shown in Fig.

23. It is clear that_ at 15°_ the bn,hd is below the Fermi level. As a
result_ when we model the spectra, the Lorentzian

peak position is

found to be at 55 meV below Fermi level, instead

of 33 meV in the

180 spectra.

Consequently_ a gap of A = 34 meV was obtained.

We

think that this reflects the inadequacy

of the modeling when a band is

below the Fermi level, and this number

should not be taken seriously,

Although
spectra

the absolute value of the gap obtained from the 15 o

is not reliable, we think that the relation

ature measured
extracted

at this angle should be qualitatively

from each spectrum

tures (Fig.

of gap vs. temper-

corresponding

correct.

The gaps

t_ different tempera-

23) are shown as the solid dots in Fig. 25, al_d the weak-

coupling BCS curve is shown as the solid line. As can be seen, the gap
does not decrease as rapidly as the BCS theory predicts.

This is con-

sistent with the strong coupling case, since electrons are less likely to
be thermally

excited across the gap. Tunnelling

however, obtained

a temperature

dependence

measurements

[66],

of the gap which follows

the BCS curve within error bars. It is surely desirable to make more
careful photoemission

measurements

as a function of temperature

point where the band just crosses the Fermi level.

at a

80
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CO

The mechanism

responsible for superconductivity

high T_ superconductors

is s'ttll no_ known, There are speculations

that these materials may exhiblt gap anisotropy,
infrared [08] measurements
the gap perpendicular

in these cuprato

Tunneling [67] and

found evidence for gap anisotropy, tn that

to the basal plane is smaller '_han the gap In

the basal plane, The anisotropy of the gap within the basal plane has
been unknown, However_ as far as the superconductivity

mechanism is

concerned_ the later kind of gap _ntsotropy is more importa_lt,

Many

theories [69-72] exploring new superconduct,Wity rnechai_isms, mostly
in two d.imensions_ suggest d-wave p_dring instead of conventional BCS
s-wave pairing,

As a result, the g_p will have nodes in the Brillouin

ZOntl,

As described

in theprevious

sections_ angle-resolved

photoemis-

sion is able to isolate the bands near the Fermi level in a small p_rt
q

0

of the zone and study the superconducting

gap at en.eh k-point on the

Fermi surfkce,

nature of the compound

Due to '_he two-dimensional

and the nature of the photoemission

process_ angle-resolved

mission can only measure gaps in the plane, not perpendicular
plane. Fortunately,

the gap anisotropy

photoeto the

in the plane is more relevant

for the question of s-w_ve or d.wave p_iring.
As described
a temperature

in the normal state studies, by measuring

EDCs at

above T,_ as a function of angle, we ca_t trace bands dis-

persing through the Fermi level, and determine

the points at which

they cross the Fermi level. To mea.sure the gap, we measure EDCs at
the crossing point at 90K (above T,,) and 20K (well below T,,) consec-
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uttvely, and then sxtr_ct the gap value by the modeling described
the previous section,

Such careful measurements

til

and modeling were

made oil several points on the Fermi s'Llrfaze, which are indicated

as

black dots in the Brillouin zone shown in Fig. 26. The same value for
the gap is obta,ined at all these points,
surface on three major symmetry

These points cover the Fermi

lines, namely the r-

I_ - _;T. According to band calculations,

X,F

- Y, and

the former two regions have

dominaIlt Cu.O character, and the latter dominant

Bi-O char_c[,er

[48], In other parts of the zone where only 20K da,ta were taken., the
measured curves are consistent wit,h this gap, We have not found with
this or other samples, a,ny point in the zone where the data would indicate zero or sig.uifica,ntly smaller g_p, Thus, we conclude that we
find Ira evidence of gap anisotropy.
in revealing the superconducting
a,ls,

This result should assist theorists
pairing mechanism

in these materi-
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V.
To summarize,
Bi2Sr2CaCu208

SUMMARY

AND OUTLOOK

our angle-resolved

photoemission

studies on

revealed many details about the electronic

ture of the high T_:material.
band dispersion

For the normal state, we observed large

and a Fermi surface which is consistent

electron band calculation.

struc-

This evidence supports

scription of thesematerials.

with the one-

a Fermi liquid de-

However, we also found subtle deviations

from the Fermi liquid theory: the effective mass is heavier than the
,

one-electron

band calculation;

ear energy dependence
Fermi liquids

rather than a quadratic

For the superconducting

seen, which is significantly
materials.

the quasi-particle

dependence

in normal

state, a superconducting

gap is

larger than the gap for weak-coupling

BCS

The gap is isotropic to within 5 meV in the a-b plane.

These results received considerable
known theorists,
interpret

lifetime has a lin-

and also generated

attention

from many well-

some controversies

the data. C. M. Varma et al. [56] proposed

on how to
a phenomeno-

logical theory in which they claim that all the anomMous normal state
behavior in high 7'c materials can be derived under a single hypothesis. The linear energy dependence
energy is part of the hypothesis.

of the imaginarypart
They characterize

of the self

such a situation

"marginal Fermi liq_fid". Later,

a corresponding

based on an extended

model was given [73]. P, W. Ander-

Hubbard

son [58] took our data as strong support
charge and spin are decoupled.
bard model.

He characterized

A. Sawatzky

[74] interpreted

microscopic

as

theory

for his theory, in which the

His theory is a low dimensional
such a state as a "Luttinger

Hub-

liquid".

the intensity at higher binding energies

G.
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as an "incoherent

continuum'_

which we regard as background.

gued that the fact that the incoherent
arated

from the quasiparticle

metry

are the indications

other elementary

continuum

excitations,

such as phonons_

higher energy
As better
geneity

data analysis

become

become

available,

of the spectral

and samples

more informative

and

line

Measurements

will certainly

available,

electrons

magnons.

are needed.

and angular resolution

facilities

and the peak asym-

between

To further clarify _hese issues, more details
shape and more careful

is not very well sep-

peak in the spectra

of strong interaction

He ar-

with

be very helpful.
withbetter

and reliable

homo-

data can be

expected.
Besides

Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os,

some other
groups
tors.

classes of high T_ materials

of materials
Technically_

Their

oxygen

their

structure

the bands

Two particularly

are the Y123 systeme
the 123 samples

concentration
is relatively

gap in these

It would

can be controlled
simple.

of their

unstable

However,
surfaces

interesting

can be made more homogeneous.
more accurately

According

be interesting

materials.

to study

and the n-typesuperconduc-

to band

near the Fermi level have more structures

complicated.

because

it should also be interesting

to measure

these studies
at elevated

and

calculations,
and are more

the superconducting
can be more difficult

temperatures.
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